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A true library of natural materials, CMO
Paris has been displaying artisanal fabrics
from all four corners of the world for 20
years, safeguarding their know-how. Their
passion for plant fibres, such as water
hyacinth, raffia, abaca, or palm leaf, is
tangible through the crafting of blinds,
lampshades, seats, and Japanese panel
curtains. For 2020, CMO continues to
share its expertise in artisanal materials by
offering a new selection of authentic,
timeless fabrics and wall coverings.

Moooi et Arte present their Tokyo
Blue collection, a wall covering created
using both innovative and intriguing materials inspired by the Indigo Macaque, an
endangered animal. You are invited to see
the launch of this new collection at Paris
Déco Off 2020. Pop-up showroom - 15,
Rue des Beaux Arts - 75006 Paris

There are women, whose Charisma and elegance reflect Kohro fabrics
and a special harmony with our brands identity. There are businesswomen
passionate about interior decoration, with a keen tastefor beauty and a
profond textile expertise- pillars of success. Amy and Jenny Sun, Aynsley Rae,
Eliana Ferrari, Lilibeth Mourino, Monica Min, Samantha King and Patrizia
Mosconi. These women represent Kohro in the world ! Such in this case with
tje limited editions of two bed sets – duvet cover and matching sheets – wich
will be solved exclusively in their showrooms. With a distinctly feminine
taste, both feature a different floral motif, made ethereal by soft minimal lines
that create largescale designs. Dusty and powder pink tones are the leitmotif
in the set with large roses, while powder blue, lit by silver shades, are central
to the ramage pattern spreading gently on the bed

Paris will become for 5 days, the Capital of Decoration, from 16 to 20 January 2020, with these 2 events Paris Déco Off and
Paris Déco Home. 2 events with the same concept: receive in its showroom, in the same spirit: conviviality, the same principle:
free event for professionals and the general public
Paris Déco Home is open to international Houses that are putting décor and the art of living on the map: upscale, prestigious
representatives from the professions of furniture, lighting, carpeting, home textiles and decoration accessories…
This free event acts in parallel to complement the offer of textiles, wall coverings, wallpaper and trimmings that together
make Paris Déco Off the unique, renowned event it is today.
All Information on the website paris-deco-home.com
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